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We are enclosing a document entitled, "Manpower Requirements for

Operating Reactors." We are using the bases given in this document
for allowing the sharing of duties to mieet minimun staffing require
ments for fire brigades at nuclear power .plants. This is being
provided for your guidance in meeting NRC requirements in this
area.
By letter dated December 15, 1977, you objected to a requirement for
a inimum fire brigade size of 5 being incorporated in the Technical

Specifications for Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant. We request
that you review the enclosed guidance in regard to the use of personnel
on the operating staff and security force in manning the fire bridage
and inform us by letter within twenty days whether you continue to
object to our position on ninimun fire brigade size.

Si ncerely,

Victor Stello, Jr., Director
Division of Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
Manpower Requi rements for
Operating Reactors
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Docket No. 50-263

Northern States Power Company
ATTN: Mr. L. 0. Mayer, Manager
Nuclear Support Services
414 Nicollet Mall - 8th Floor

Minneapolis, Minnesota

55401

Gentlemen:
RE:

MiANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING REACTORS

We are enclosing a document entitled, "Manpower Requirements for
Operating Reactors." We are using the bases given in this document
for allowing the sharing of duties to meet minimum staffing require
ments for fire brigades at nuclear power plants. This is being
provided for your guidance in meeting NRC requirements in this
area.
By letter dated December 16, 1977, you objected to a requirement for
a minimum fire brigade size of 5 being incorporated in the Technical
Specifications for Monticello Nuclear Generating Station. We request
that you review the enclosed guidance in regard to the use of personnel
on the operating staff and security force in manning the fire brigade
and inform us by letter within twenty days whether you continue to
object to our position on minimum fire brigade size.
Sincerely,
Original Signed by
Victor L. Stello

Victor Stello, Jr., Director
Division of Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
Manpower Requirements for
Operating Reactors
cc w/encl:
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cc
Gerald Charnoff, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Arthur Renquist, Esquire
Vice President - Law

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
Mr. L. R. Eliason
Plant Manager
Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant
Northern States Power Company
Monticello, Minnesota 55362
Russell J. Hatling, Chairman
Minnesota Environmental Control
Citizens Association (MECCA)
Energy Task Force
144 Melbourne Avenue, S. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Mr. Kenneth Dzugan
Environmental Planning Consultant
Office of City Planner
Grace Building
421 Wabasha Street
St. Paul , Minnesota 5 5102
Sandra S. Gardebring
Executive Director
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
1935 W. County road B2
Roseville, Minnesota 55113
Mr. Steve Gadler
2120 Carter Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota

55108

Anthony Z. Roisman
Natural Resources Defense Council
917 15th Street, I. V.

Unshington,

D. C.
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The Environmental Conservation Library
Minneapolis Public Library
300 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

ANPPER REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING

ACTORS

The NRC has established requirements for personnel at operating
reactors for purposes of plant operation, industrial security, and
fire fighting. The following discussion considers the extent to
which plant personnel assigned to either plant operation or security
may also be temporarily allowed to man a fire brigade in the event
of a fire for a single unit facility and sets forth an acceptable
sharing scheme for operating reactors.
Summary of Manpower Reouirements
1.

Fire Brigade: The staff has concluded that the minimum size
of the fire brigade shift should be five persons unless a
specific site evaluation has been completed and some other
number justified. The five-man team would consist of one
leader and four fire fighters and would be expected to
provide defense against the fire for an initial 30-minute
period. See Aztachment A for the basis for the need for a
five-man fire brigade.

2.

Plant Operation: Standard Review Plan Section 13.1.2 requires
that for a station having one licensed unit, each shift crew
should have at least three persons at all times, plus two
additional persons when the unit is operating. For ease of
reference, Attachment B contains a copy of this SRP.

3.

Plant Security: The requirements for a guard force are outlined
in 10 CFR Part 73.55. In the course of the staff's review of
proposed security plans, a required minimum security response
force will be established for each specific site. In addition
to the response team, two additional members of the security
force will be required to continuously man the Central Alarm
Station (CAS) and Secondary Alarm Station (SAS). It is expected
that many facilities will have a security organization with
greater numbers of personnel than the minimum number assumed
for purposes of discussion in this paper.

The NRC staff has given consideration to the appropriateness of-per
mitting a limited degree of sharing to satisfy the requirements of
plant operation, security and fire protection and has concluded that,
(1) subject to certain site and plant specific conditions, the fire
brigade staffing could generally be provided through operations and
security personnel, and (2) the requirements for operators and the
security force should remain uncompromised. Until a site specific
review is completed, the following indicates the interim distribution
and justification for these dual assignments, and therefore our interim
minimum requirements for a typical presently operating commercial
sinole unit facility. The staff believes that nanp>wr for the fire
brigade for Iuvti-unit facilities is not now a prob:I; -ecZuse c, the
larger numbers of people generally present at the sites. Situations
which do pose problems will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
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1.

2.

Plant Operation: The staff has concluded that for most events
at a single unit nuclear facility, a minimum of three operators
should be available to place the reactor in a safe condition.
The two additional operators required to be available at the
nuclear facility are generally required to be present to perform
routine jobs which can be interrupted to accomodate unusual
situations that may arise. That is, there is the potential for
the remainin. two members of the operating crew'to assume other
short-tern duties such as fire fighting. In light of the original
rationale for providing extra plant operators to cope with off
normal conditions, it appears justified to rely on these personnel
for this function. The staff recommends that one of the two
opcrators assigned to the fire brigade should be designated as
leader of the fire brigade in view of his background in plant
operations and overall familiarity with the plant. In this.regard,
the shift supervisor should not be the fire brigade leader
because his presence is necessary elsewhere if fires occur in
certain critical areas of the plant.
Plant Security: In the event of a fire, a contingency plan and
dFEEursEF 7TT1 be used in deploying the security organization
to assure that an appropriate level of physical protection is
maintained during the event. The staff has determined that it
assign
is possible in the planning for site response to a fire, toto serve
organization
security
a maximum of three members of the
on the fire brigade and still provide an acceptable level of physical
protection. While certain security posts must be manned continuously
(e.g., CAS, SAS), the personnel in other assignments, including the
response force, could be temporarily (i.e., 30 minutes) assigned to
the fire brigade. In judging the merits of this allowance the
underlying qu-estion is whether the minimum security force strength
must be maintained continuously in the event of a plant emergency
such as a fire. Further examination of this issue leads to two
potential rationales for reaching an affirmative decision. First,
could there be a causal connection between a fire and the security
threat? Second, are there compelling policy reasons to postulate
a simultaneous threat and fire?
The first potential rationale would only be credible if, (1)the
insider (posE~d as part of the threat definition) was an active
participant in an assault and.started a fire coincident with the
attack on the plant or, (2) a diversionary fire was started by an
attack force somewhere external to the plant itself where no
equipment required for safe shutdown is located. The role of
the insider will be discussed first. While 73.55 assigns an active
status to the insider, the rule also requires that measures be
implemented to contain his activities and thereby reduce his

- 3 effectiveness. At present, these measures include background
checks on plant employees, limited access to vital plant areas,
badging systems and the two-man rule. Here, limited access
means that only designated employees are allowed in vital areas
and that their entry is controlled by either conventional locks
or card-key systems. Also, if separate trains of safety equip
ment are involved,then either compartmentalization or the two
man rule is reouired. These measures to contain the insider are
presently being implemented and will provide assurance that people
of questionable reliability would not be able to gain employee
status at a nuclear plant and should they become an employee
with unescorted access, significant restraints would be inter
posed on the ability of such a person to carry out extensive
damage to plant vital areas. Recognizing that additional
safeguards may still be appropriate, the staff has recommended
to the Commission that plant personnel also be required to obtain
an NRC security clearance. The staff believes that the attendant
background investigation associated with a clearance, in con
junction with the other 73.55 measures, will provide a high
degree of assurance that plant personnel will not attempt to
take an active sabotage role. If the clearance rule is adopted
the staff believes some of the measures, such as the two-man
rule, designed to contain the insider can be relaxed. Thus,
there does not now appear to be a reasonably credible causative
relationship between a fire intentionally set by an insider
and the postulated external security threat. For the case of
diversionary fires set external to the plant itself, adequate
security forces can still be maintained by allowing only part
of the fire brigade to respond while both fire fighters and security
force armed responders maintain a high degree of alertness for
a possible real attack somewhere else on the plant. Thus, the
effective number of armed responders required by 73.55 can be
maintained for external diversionary fires.
The second potential rationale concerns whether a serious,
spontaneous fire should be postulated coincident with an external
security threat as a design basis. In evaluating such a require
ment it is useful to consider the likelihood of occurrence of
this combination of events. While it is difficult to quantify
the probabiitv of the 73.55 threat, it is generally accePted
that it is small, comparable probably to other design basis type
events. The probability of a fire which is spontaneous and
located in or in close proximity to a vital area of the plant
and is serious enough to pose a significant safety concern is
also small. It would appear, therefore, that the random coincidence
of these two unlikely events would be sufficiently small to not
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require protection against their simultaneous occurrence. In
addition, it should be noted that the short time period (30 minutes)
for which several members of the security force would be dedicated
to the fire brigade would further reduce the likelihood of coincidence.
As neither of the two potential rationales appear to preclude the
use of members of the security force in the event of a fire the
staff has concluded that the short assignment of security personnel
from the armed response force or other available security personnel
to the fire brigade under these conditions would be acceptable.
To ensure a timely and effective response to afire, while still
preserving a flexible security response, the staff believes that
the fire bricade should operate in the following manner. In the
event of an internal fire, all five members of the fire brigade
should be dispatched to the scene of the fire to assess the nature
and seriousness of the fire. Simultaneously, the plant security
force should be actively evaluating the possibility of any security
threat to the plant and taking any actions which are necessary to
counter that threat. For external fires, a lesser number than
the five-man brigade should respond for assessment and fire fighting.
As the overall plant situation becomes apparent it would be expected
that the most effective distribution of manpower between plant
cperations, security and fire protection would be made, allowing
a balanced utilization of rnpnwer resources until offsite assistance
becomes available. The manpower pool provided by the plant operations
personnel and security force are adequate to respond to the
occurrence of a design basis fire or a security threat equivalent
to the 73.55 performance requirements. It is also recognized that
other, more likely combinations of postulated fires and security
threats of a lesser magnitude than the design basis, could be
considered. While the probabilities of these higher likelihood
events may be sufficient to warrant protecting against them in
combination, the manpower requirements required to cope with each
event would be similarly reduced thereby allowing adequate coverage
by plant personnel.
Conclusion
The staff believes that it would be reasonable to allow a limited
amount of shavring of plant personnel i.n satisfying the requirements
of plant operation, security, and fire protection. An acceptSDle
sharina scheme would entail reliance on two plant operators and
three members of the security organization to constitute the fire
brigade. Since availability of the full fire brigade would only
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be required for fires with potential for serious damage, actual
distribution of plant personnel during a plant emergency would be
governed by the exigencies of the situation. Of course, all personnel
assigned to the fire brigade would have to fulfill all applicable
training requirements. It should also be recognized that the
diversion of personnel to the fire brigade would be of shcrt duration
and that substantial additional offsite assistance would be forthcoming
in accordance with the emergency and contingency plan developed
for each facility. In evaluating licensee proposals for manpower
sharing due consideration will also have to be made of unique
facility characteristics, such as terrain and plant lay-out, as
well as the overall strengths of the licensee's fire and security
plans. Minimum protection levels in either area could preclude
the sharing of manpower.
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be considered in establishing
There are a number of factors that should
They include:
the minimrum fire bricace shift size.
1) planYt oec~netry and size;
systems;
ruantte and qality of detection an' suppression
2)
fires;
3) -ire fiChting strategiCs for postulated
4) firc brigade training;

and
5) firc! tricadcupifl
by plant personnel and local fire
supplements
6) fire
department(s).
are in enclosed window
In all plants, the majority of postulated fires
the worliinq enviro)nment of the brigade
less structures. in-suchsmc e buildup
within the enclosure, will require
c r eat nnd
crest d by t
smoke ventilation equipment,
the urc of self-cntoned breathing appa;atus,
and a personnel rcplacement caoability.
command brigade
Certain functions must be performed for all fires, i.e.,
control,
ventilation
actions, inform plant manges , fire susprsile,
a site
Until
for possible injuries.
size
provide extra equipment, and account
brigade
fire
minimum
an interim
specific reviee4 car, be com,7pletred,
This bricad? size should provide
established.
been
has
of five persons
to deal with thse postulated
a minium working number of persnn
comercial nuclear power station.
fires in a typical presently operating

-23f the brigade i-s com-posed of a smaller number of personnel, the fire
iittack may be stopped whenever new equipment is needed or a person is
inijured or fatigued. he note that in the career fire service, the
ninimum enqine com-nany manning considered to be effective for an initial
attack ona fire is also fivc, including one officer and four team members.
It is assumed for the purposes of this position that brigade training
and equipment is adequate and that a backup capability of trained
individuals exist whether through plant personnel call back or from
the local fire department.
POSITION
I. The minimum fire brigade shift size should be justified by an analysis
of the plant Specific factors stated above for the plant, after
modificatiois are ce;::plete.
2.

In the interim, thll minimum fire brigade shift size shall be five
persons. These persons shall be fully qualified to perform their
assisgnd respons ,ility, and shall include:
One Su!-er'1visor - This individual must have fire tactics trainino.
He will assuie all command responsibilities for fighting the fire.
During plant em2rgencies, the brigade supervisor should not have
other resronsibilities that would detract from his full attention
being cevoted to the fire. This supervisor should not be actively
engaJ in the fighti ng of the fire. His total function should be
to survey the fire area, comrant the brigade, and keep the upper
levels of plant manacement infcrmed.
Two Hose Men - A 1.5 inch fire hose being handled within a window-.
less ecCIosure would require two trained individuals. The two
team members are reQuired to physically handle the active hose line
and to protect each other while in the adverse environment of the
fire.

-

Two Additional T2?m '"emters - One of these individuals would be
reouirce to supply fillec air cylinders to the fire fighting
irembers of tne brigade and the second toestablish. smCke ventilation
and aid in filling .he air cylinder. These two individuals would
also act s the first backup to the encaged team.
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a.
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Assigrnents of personnel meeting ANSI M18.1-1971 qualifications, Section 4.3.1 or
less
Section 4.5.1, should be made to onsite shift operatina crews in numbers not
than the following:

For a station having one licensed unit, each shift crew should have at least three
persons at all times, plus two add'tional persons when the unit is operating.
For a multi-unit station, each shift crew should have at least three persons per
icensed unit at all tims, plus one additional person per operating unit.

b.

Operator license qualifications of persons assigned to operating shift crews
Should be as follows:
(1) A licenset senior operatcr who is also a member of the station supervisory
staff should be onsite at all times when at least one unit is loaded with
fuel.
(1) the number
(2) For any station with more than one reactor containinc fueC,

of 1icensed senior operators onsite at all times should not be less than the
number of control rooms from which the fueled units are monitored, and
the
(2)the number of licensed senior operators should not be less than
nu.ber of reactors operating.
one licensed
(3) For each reactor containinc fuel, there should be at least

(4)

operator in the contrc! room at all times. Shift creA compositions should
be specified such that t-is condition can be satisfied indecendently of
licensed senior oterators assigned to shift crews to meet the criteria of
(1) and (2).above.
For each control roor fror whicn one or more reacto-s are in operation, an
additiona' coerator should be onsite and available tc serve as relief
specified
operator -o- that control roc .. Shift crew compositions should be
such that this condition can be satisfies independently of (1), (2), and
(3), an, for eacr sjcn control roo.

c.

Radiation prote:tor coa>'ications of at least one person on eacr

operatino

shift should be as follows:
The mana;e er: of each station having one or more units containing fuel should
eitner, (I) qualify and cesignate at least one memoer of eacn shi:t operating
crew to impert radiat-on ,rotectior, pro:-cres, includino routine or
of protec
special radiation surveys us"ng portals radiation detectors, use
s-igns, usE of orete:t"ve :,tnz ano breathinc acaratus,
tive barrier a
and limits
perfornanca o' contamination surveys, checks on radiation monitors,
technrica!n
of exposure rates and accumuieted dose, or (2) assic- ! nea:r physics
to shift
to each shift, such assignment to be in addition to those assicnee

operating crews in accqrdance with (a)and (b) above.
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